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Christopher Bryant asserts that Representative Charlie Nassar’s decision to 

withdraw a grievance protesting his discharge for threatening another employee lacked 
a rational basis. 

 
FACTS 

 
Christopher Bryant was a material handler at the Parts Distribution Center of 

International Truck and Engine Corporation in Dallas, Texas.  He had a seniority date of 
November 15, 1999.  The Corporation has a permanent bulletin board notice of 
offenses which it considers of such a serious nature as to warrant immediate discharge.  
The following is one of the offenses listed: 

 
“Fighting on Company property, including striking a fellow 
employee or threatening a fellow employee with apparent 
intent to cause bodily harm.”1 
 

                                                 
1 Record, p. 1. 
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On May 26, 2005, Bryant was terminated for threatening a fellow employee with 
apparent intent to cause bodily harm.2 
 

According to Manager Tim Coppe, on May 26, 2005, Supervisor Clarence 
Hutchins observed Bryant and employee Jason Brazel standing toe to toe and coughing 
in each other’s faces.  Hutchins reported that Bryant may have grabbed Brazel.  The 
two employees separated when they saw Supervisor Hutchins.3  Coppe and Hutchins 
conducted interviews of Brazel and Bryant in the presence of two representatives of 
UAW Local 119.  Notes from the interview of Jason Brazel indicate that he stated: 

 
“This has been going on for a long time.  He was coughing at 
me and I coughed back.  Chris walked up to me and said I 
will cough anywhere I want to.  And I took my glasses off 
because I felt like he was going to hit me.”4 
  

Supervisor Hutchins then asked Brazel if he took his glasses off because he felt 
threatened.  At this point, UAW Committeeperson Randy Munden cautioned Brazel.  He 
stated: 
 

“Be very careful here, Jason.  Hutch is leading you to say 
something.  Be very specific when you answer.  He is 
pertaining to Company policy.”5 
 

Brazel responded: 
 

“Yes, I did take my glasses off because I did feel threatened.  
I thought he was going to hit me.”6 
 

Supervisor Hutchins then asked Brazel if Bryant had touched him at all.  Brazel 
responded: 
 

“I’m not going to lie.  Yes, he did touch me.  He grabbed 
me.”7 
 

The Company also interviewed Christopher Bryant regarding the incident.  When 
he was interviewed, Bryant described the incident as follows: 

 

                                                 
2 Record, p. 14. 
3 Record, p. 21. 
4 Record, p. 15. 
5 Record, p. 15. 
6 Record, p. 15. 
7 Record, p. 15. 
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“I was coming down the aisle by myself.  I coughed.  Jason 
looked at me stern.  Asked me why you coughed at me and 
he took his glasses off and said, ‘What you going to do?’  I 
didn’t touch him.”8 
 

When Supervisor Hutchins informed Bryant about Brazel’s accusation, he responded: 
 

“I never touched him.  He coughed in my face with spit and 
everything.  So I coughed back at his face.  What was I 
supposed to do when the man is hollering at me and takes 
his glasses off?”9 
  

Employee Manuel Trevino stated that he saw Bryant move aggressively toward Brazel 
and grab him around the waist area.10  According to a report about the incident prepared 
by Manager Coppe, Brazel and Trevino refused to sign any statements on the advice of 
their representatives.11 
 

Local 119 filed a grievance protesting Bryant’s discharge.  The Company 
responded to the grievance on June 10, 2005, as follows: 

 
“In response to the wrongful discharge hearing held June 2, 
2005, for C. Bryant, the grievance is denied.  This discharge 
is based on Bryant having physical [contact] with J. Brazel in 
a threatening manner.   The bulletin board posting states this 
behavior is a dischargeable offense.  Contract Article IV 
states management should make reasonable rules and 
apply discipline for just cause.”12 
  

On August 29, 2005, Region 5 Representative Charlie Nassar advised Bryant that he 
had withdrawn the grievance.  Nassar explained that the Company was unwilling to 
amend its position and he did not feel that an arbitrator would sustain the Union’s 
position.13 
 

Bryant appealed Nassar’s decision to the International Executive Board (IEB) on 
September 30, 2005.  In support of his appeal, Bryant argued that Jason Brazel was the 
instigator of the incident that led to his discharge.  He stated that Brazel started making 
faces at him and calling his name in a funny way.  He reported that Brazel put his hands 

                                                 
8 Record, p. 17. 
9 Record, p. 17. 
10 Record, p. 18. 
11 Record, p. 22. 
12 Record, p. 25. 
13 Record, p. 26. 
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in his ears and said, “Nah, nah, nah!”14  Bryant said that after Brazel took off his glasses 
and asked what he was going to do, he got down from his truck and met Brazel half 
way.  He stated: 

 
“…Then when we get face to face, he coughs in my face, so 
I cough in his, so on and so forth.  By that time here comes 
the Supervisor (Clarence Hutchins) to break it up.  He 
automatically goes to (J.B.) and asks him what is going on?  
Then takes him inside the office for about 10 mins.  Then 
calls me in and keeps me in there for about 4-5 hours, 
without a lunch.  Then tells me I am fired because (Jason B.) 
said I touched him.  Now (J.B.) started the whole thing.  I did 
nothing whatsoever and I get fired. …”15 
 

Bryant said that all the Company did to Jason Brazel was to tell him not to do that 
anymore.  Bryant argued that the Union should have fought for him more aggressively.  
Bryant listed several cases where employees were terminated for arguing and cursing 
at supervisors and the Union was successful in having them reinstated. 
 

Representative Nassar responded to Bryant’s grievance in a letter to President 
Gettelfinger on December 14, 2005.  Nassar reported that Bryant had a history of 
coughing in the faces of other employees which had been addressed by the Union and 
Management.  A memorandum dated March 29, 2005, reports that representatives of 
the Union and Management met with Bryant concerning a complaint that he was 
coughing in another employee’s face.16  Nassar reported that Bryant had been 
suspended as a result of a previous altercation.  The record shows that Bryant was 
given a five-day suspension on February 20, 2004, for unsatisfactory work 
performance.17  On February 16, 2005, Bryant was interviewed about an altercation he 
had had with UAW Committeeperson Randy Munden.18  Munden reported to 
Management that several people in the plant had complained about Bryant’s aggressive 
driving.19  Nassar concluded that Bryant was the aggressor in the incident that took 
place on May 26, 2005, so that the Company’s actions were justified.20 

 
Ben Gross and Phil Rose conducted a hearing on Bryant’s appeal and prepared 

a report to the IEB on President Gettelfinger’s behalf based on information and 
testimony provided at the hearing.  The hearing officers observed that the Union 
                                                 
14 Record, p. 31. 
15 Record, p. 31. 
16 Record, p. 12. 
17 Record, p. 4. 
18 Record, p. 9. 
19 Record, p. 10. 
20 Record, p. 37. 
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withdrew Bryant’s grievance because it could not refute the Company’s evidence that 
he was the aggressor in the incident on May 26, 2005.  The hearing officers further 
reported that Bryant became hostile during the hearing and yelled at Representative 
Nassar.  They reported that Bryant stated that Nassar did not have the right to withdraw 
his grievance because all of the statements in the record were lies. 21 

 
The hearing officers acknowledged Bryant’s claim of disparate treatment, but 

responded that each case must be evaluated on its own merits.  They found that 
Representative Nassar had reviewed the evidence in Bryant’s case and concluded that 
the grievance could not be successfully arbitrated.  When the Company refused to 
make any settlement with the Union, therefore, Nassar had no choice but to withdraw 
Bryant’s grievance.  The hearing officers found no evidence that discrimination, fraud, or 
collusion with management motivated Nassar’s decision with respect to the grievance.22 

 
The IEB adopted the report of hearing officers Gross and Rose as its decision on 

October 10, 2006. Bryant has now appealed the IEB’s decision to the Public Review 
Board (PRB). 

 
ARGUMENT 

 
A Christopher Bryant: 

The testimony of Supervisor Hutchins and Jason Brazel proves my case.  It 
shows that I was the one threatened and harassed on a daily basis.  The UAW 
Representatives were supposed to be helping me, but instead they are trying to keep 
me out of the building.  The hearing officers for the IEB only told one side of the story.   

 
They say that I raised my voice to Charlie Nassar, but they fail to mention that I 

proved that he was lying.  They also fail to mention that Nassar was also yelling at me.  
I would like a real UAW Representative to hear my case, one that is not biased or racist. 

 
B. International Union, UAW: 

Given Bryant’s history, especially the record of his coughing at other employees 
and staged aggression, Brazel would have been the more credible witness.  There was 
also a neutral witness, Manuel Trevino, who confirmed Brazel’s claim that Bryant had 
grabbed him.  Representative Nassar had the responsibility to make judgments about 
credibility and evidence.  He did that in this case.  Nothing about his handling of the 
matter suggests that his decision was motivated by fraud, discrimination, or collusion 
with management.  Representative Nassar was entirely correct in withdrawing Bryant’s 
grievance.  His decision was rational and supported by the record.  Had the case been 
arbitrated, it would have been lost.  

                                                 
21 Record, p. 48. 
22 Record, p. 50. 
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C. Rebuttal by Christopher Bryant: 

Jason Brazel threatened me by taking off his glasses and approaching me with 
aggression.  I did not cough in anyone’s face.  I was by myself at the beginning of the 
aisle.  I looked up and Jason was there making faces and gestures.  I stopped my truck 
and put one leg on the floor.  After Brazel finished his insults, he saw that I was just 
looking at him.  That is when he said, “What are you going to do!”  He took off his 
glasses and approached me in a threatening manner.  

 
Representative Nassar stated that I was suspended for an altercation.  I have 

never been suspended for an altercation.  I was wrongfully suspended for what they 
called time-wasting activities.  The International Union refers to the neutral testimony of 
Manuel Trevino.  This is the same person who tried to kill me by ramming his truck into 
mine.  I was wrongfully terminated; all the facts show that.  Had this case been 
arbitrated, I would have won. 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
We have decided to deny Bryant’s request for oral argument because it is clear 

from this record that we lack jurisdiction to grant the relief he seeks.   We are not 
authorized to overturn the Union’s decision to withdraw a grievance unless we find that 
it was influenced by impermissible factors such as fraud, discrimination or collusion with 
management, or that it was devoid of any rational basis.23  There is no evidence of 
improper motivation on the part of the Union representatives who handled Bryant’s 
grievance.  The Local Representatives cautioned witnesses against making statements 
that would justify Bryant’s termination.  They argued for Bryant’s reinstatement during a 
wrongful discharge hearing on June 2, 2005, but the Company could not be persuaded 
to change its position.  The fact that the Local may have been able to achieve the 
reinstatement of other employees for arguing does not establish a case of disparate 
treatment.  The Company had also given Bryant the opportunity to amend his 
aggressive behavior in the plant but he failed to do so. 

 
Even though Bryant’s prior suspension had been for unsatisfactory work 

performance rather than an altercation, the record shows that Company representatives 
had counseled Bryant about his aggressive behavior in the plant on two prior occasions.  
In addition, Bryant had received progressive discipline for his poor work habits leading 
to his suspension in February 2004.  When Bryant was observed engaging in 
aggressive and offensive behavior on May 26, 2005, the Company invoked the rule that 
threatening a fellow employee is a dischargeable offense and terminated Bryant’s 
employment.  We agree with the IEB that it was rational for Representative Nassar to 
conclude that an arbitrator would have sustained the Company’s position that Bryant 
                                                 
23 International Constitution, Article 33, §4(i). 
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was the aggressor in the altercation with Brazel and that his discharge was justified 
based on his entire record.  

 
The decision of the IEB is affirmed.  


